
Aecero is 
Mission-Critical 
Infrastructure 
Made Easy
How much will downtime cost you?

Achieving 100% uptime is hard. It requires layers of redundant 
infrastructure, extensive process controls, continuous maintenance, 
and rigorous training. Fortunately, Aecero makes it easy!

Aecero’s 110,000 square foot Critical Business Exchange™ in Anaheim 
is the most reliable colocation data center in Southern California. 
It’s also the most connected, with more �ber and telecom providers 
than any other data center in Orange County.
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Anaheim, CA 92801
aecero.com



Aecero is Powerful: Five independant electrical systems provide 
multiple layers of redundancy, and our eight megawatts of emergency 
generator capacity ensure the power is always on. That’s why we o�er 
a 100% uptime service level agreement.

Aecero is Connected: We feature the largest aggregation of �ber 
and telecom providers in Orange County, with more than 70 four-inch 
telecom conduits built into our campus. We also o�er our own high 
capacity, low-latency network designed for the most perfomance-
sensitive applications, in addition to the Aecero Cloud Exchange.

Aecero is Resilient: Ever notice how racks line up like dominoes in most 
data centers? Our unique seismic reinforcement system safeguards 
both the building and every rack with overhead bracing. FM-200 
clean-agent �re suppression, dry pipe double-interlock preaction 
sprinklers, VESDA, and more than 10,000 linear feet of water leak 
detection provide multiple layers of protection against the elements.

Aecero is Secure: Our clients sleep easy at night thanks to our 24x7 
on-site security team, comprehensive digital video surveillance, 
bulletproof command center, and two-factor authentication with 
biometric veri�cation. With annual SSAE audits, our clients also meet
all their compliance requirements (PCI, HIPAA, etc.).

Aecero is People Powered: The critical infrastructure your business 
depends on is managed and maintained by people. You’re also 
depending on people to react in a crisis and be willing to do whatever 
it takes to ensure your business keeps running. People truly power 
infrastructure, and when you meet the team at Aecero you’ll sense the 
passionate drive that empowers our clients’ growth and provides 
peace of mind.

Aecero is here to take the burden of building and maintaining 
mission-critical infrastructure o� your shoulders. Free yourself to focus 
on growing your business by giving us a call today.

888.8.AECERO 


